
Gridmann Stainless Steel Commercial 
Kitchen Prep & Work Table w/ 
Backsplash - 48" x 24"

More Information (Gridmann Stainless Steel Commercial Kitchen Prep & 
Work Table w/ Backsplash - 48" x 24")

Description ***Please note that the images shown are of our 72 and 96-inch long 
tables. Multiple sizes are available; you will receive the size ordered.*** This 
heavy-duty table by Gridmann is constructed from 18-gauge #430 stainless steel, 
and is the perfect work surface for use in a kitchen, bar, restaurant, laundry, school, 
hospital, or any other commercial setting. It is NSF certified to meet strict 
standards for public health protection and built for high-volume use to last a 
lifetime. This table features an extra heavy-duty top with a 1-1/4 tall backsplash, 
an adjustable-height galvanized under-shelf, and galvanized legs with adjustable 
non-marring feet that eliminate table wobble on uneven floors. The edges on the 
front and back of the tabletop are rounded for working comfort. Fast and easy 
assembly. All table sizes are 34-3/4 tall (36 with backsplash). Includes: Stainless 
steel table with base, instructions, and hardware for assembly. ***This product is 
designed and finished for use in a commercial environment. Therefore surface 
imperfections such as scratches, scuffs and indents may be found. This is normal 
and to be expected on products of this nature*** 

Details Sales Rank: #2688 in BISS Size: 48 x 24 Brand: Gridmann Model: GR09-
BT2448 Number of items: 1 Dimensions: 34.75 h x 24.00 w x 48.00 l,51.65 
pounds Features NSF Approved Extra heavy-duty top 1-1/4 tall backsplash 
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Adjustable height under-shelf Adjustable height non-marring feet 

I bought two of the small tables.They are perfect for my intended use. I can put my 
two burner camp stove on top and do my canning. Great deal and easy to 
assemble! Arrive with some scratches to the surface and one corner of the back 
splash was bent.However, it's nice and solid and fine for my needs.If you want 
cheap and functional this is fine.If you want it to look nice, buy something else. 
We received two Gridman Steel Commercial islands...it was 25 below zero past 
two weeks so I could not open the packages in the garage till today...On one of the 
tables, 1 of the bolts that holds the runner support under the table top was snapped 
off and lying in the bottom of box...since all the rest are there, I'm hoping it will 
still be fine without that one, as you cannot get the remaining screw out that is 
snapped off as it is flush with the hole and nothing to grab ahold of to replace it 
with another.On both tables the top backsplashes are a bit bent in on the edges, as 
with also one of the bottom shelves on one edge.After checking this out, I am 
thinking my husband will be able to put a protective towel or something over the 
area, and bend them back into place with a vice grip or pliers.There are a few 
scrapes and scratches in the surfaces, but I already have a similar table in my 
kitchen and know that stainless has a tendency for this.We bought them for use as 
counters in our bunkhouse we use at our campground, and although they will have 
those imperfections, they are very sturdy and will be easy to clean and serve the 
purpose we got them for. See all 23 customer reviews... 


